My Leadership Philosophy

By: Da ye
Before ELS

- Leadership meant the same thing to everyone
- Did not know what type of leader I was
- Wanted to build more leadership skills
Improvements on Leadership Development Plan

- **Intrapersonal** - being more confident in myself and reflecting upon my actions
- **Interpersonal** - providing feedback for others and not being afraid to speak up
Emotionally Intelligent Leadership

- **Authenticity** - being real with everyone
- **Empathy** - putting yourself in the other person's shoes
- **Flexibility** - knowing that their truth is not always right
Leadership is an ever changing skill that is different for each individual due to their background. It is a skill that brings people together in order to accomplish a goal. With compassion, motivation and empathy from the leader, the group thrives.
▸ **Developer** - being able to see the good within others

▸ **Communication** - being able to clearly share thoughts and concerns

▸ **Positivity** - a good influence on the group especially if hardships occur

▸ **Woo** - being able to motivate others

▸ **Belief** - standing up for what I believe in and being consistent
Alumni Mentor

- Encouraged me to get more involved
- Understand different concentrations
- Explained how to grow in leadership skills

Now get in there and make me proud.
The Future

- Less afraid to get involved in clubs on campus
- Help be prepare for my career
- During groups projects I can be effective
- More of an understanding person
Thank you!